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TOP 20 ESTABLISHMENT MEDIA
Cover-ups of 2016

12/29/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

TOP 10 ESTABLISHMENT-MEDIA COVER-UPS OF 2016

WND’s annual review presents news that wasn't 'fit to print'

1. The contents of the Podesta emails
2. The true Obama economy
3. The doubling of the national debt under Obama
4. Illegal aliens’ impact on national presidential popular vote
5. Obama’s stealth moves to force U.S. communities to receive Muslim immigrants
6. Huma Abedin’s connection to the Muslim Brotherhood
7. The threat of ISIS and its Islamic roots
8. The establishment media’s ‘fake news’
9. Anti-Trump hoax incidents
10. Democrats’ rigging of their own primary to make sure Bernie Sanders lost

American Resistance Party adds TEN MORE MEDIA COVER-UPS
1. Mr. Soetoro (aka BHO) ineligibility for office of POTUS (#1 cover-up)
2. Hillary Clinton’s fraud and treason in the Clinton Foundation/Secretary of State Office
3. Hillary Clinton’s criminal operation of a private email server while Secretary of State
4. Murder of LaVoy Finicum by FBI, ATF and Bureau of Land Management in Oregon
5. Massive Election fraud by George Soros who owns the Democratic Party
6. 260 Unconstitutional Executive Orders by illegal alien Soetoro (BHO)
7. Continuing the unconstitutional Obamacare scam (aka Soetorocare) on Americans
8. Spending tax dollars to re-settle illegals and radical terrorists inside U.S.
9. Using executive orders to restrict Second Amendment
10. Declaration by Supreme Court that LBGT is a constitutional God-Given right.
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